RELEASED JANUARY 2022
BRITISH ALT-ROCK QUARTET ‘OUR PROPAGANDA’ RELEASE ‘MY GHOSTS’,
AN EPIC CRESCENDO OF HAUNTING REFLECTIONS
Watch / Stream: https://li.sten.to/OPmyghosts

The album countdown is on! And in support, British alt-rock quartet Our Propaganda have kicked off 2022 releasing
their fourth single ‘My Ghosts’; an almighty soaring crescendo through from melancholy to anthemic choruses, with
a haunting video to accompany: https://li.sten.to/OPmyghosts
"'My Ghosts' is about how your past comes back to haunt you in your darkest moments. It's about how sometimes,
you never really let go of the problems you face as a young person. It's once again a song about accepting them as
part of the person you've become. "They'll never leave me but despite them I carry on". It's about reconciling with
painful memories and knowing that they’re not the arbiter of how you go on.” - Jack Denton, Our Propaganda
Taking influences from the likes of Biffy Clyro, Royal Blood, Twenty One Pilots and numerous iconic British artists,
Our Propaganda have since 2016 been taking their striking blend of alt-indie rock to the stage, having previously
gigged over half a dozen countries across Europe and played countless shows around London, the South of England
and their hometowns of Southampton and Portsmouth, including five years’ consecutive invitation to the stage of
Southampton Pride.
With 2022 ahead, and debut album release in their sights, Our Propaganda took Autumn 2021 to lay the foundations
for their journey, signing a publishing deal with Peermusic followed by releasing debut single ‘Fast Food at Midnight’
in September [https://youtu.be/aaAI8pl0bz0], ‘Summer In Herrenberg’ in October [https://bit.ly/3Dzg02D], and
‘Essential Love’ in December [http://smarturl.it/OPessentiallove], as well as headlining the near one-thousand cap
1865 in their hometown of Southampton, marking their triumphant return to music. What lies ahead is the build up
to their debut album release, recorded with renowned producer Steve Lyon (Depeche Mode/The Cure), and mixed
by Grammy nominated recording and sound engineer Jonas Westling.
Our Propaganda is Jack Denton, Harvey Groom, Joe Newman and Charlie Denton, and their fourth single ‘My Ghosts’
can be watched / streamed worldwide now: https://li.sten.to/OPmyghosts
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“Here is a band already making waves… So, catch them if you can, as the tide flows in their favour…”
- Chris Welch; Music Critic, Author & Journalist
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